
Article 104 of the Spanish kingdom´s Constitution:
Law enforcement and Security Forces, under dependence of theGovernment, are commited to 
protect the free exercise of rights and liberties and the public safety.

The State has turned that exercise of rights and liberties into crime and felony:

 Thirty five people were arrested for taking part in the “Surround the Congress” demonstration on
September 25 2012, furthermore denouncing tortures. The four year prison sentence to  Alfon for
participating in November 14 2012 general strike. The six year prison petition to  five people and
outlawing of “Askapena, two graphic reporters who regularly cover demonstrations were arrested at
their  homes. Four  people arrested  at  Barcelona  had  suffered  tortures  during  their  arrest  and
imprisoning, one of them,Patricia Heras, commited suicide. A 19 year old youngster with no police
records  at  all  and  without  causing  any  injuries  sentenced  to  four  years  of   inprisonment  for
defending Can Vies from its eviction. Seven people arrested on December 14, five of them with a
restraining order of 500 m from the Congress. Isma, Javi and Dani, 34 days of preventive detention
after a strike. Jorge and Pablo now face seven and nine year prison petitions after taking part in N14
2012 general strike. Twelve of the Basque Country´s nationalist left lawyers were arrested the day
before a trial in wich they were acting as defense attorneys. Seven people were arrested during the
“Operation Pandora”,  merely for their anarchist militancy. Isma and Miguel, jailed for weeks and
still on hold for trial, for taking part in the “Marches of dignity” M22 demonstration. Up to three
years of prison for  the miners  on strike that marched to Madrid during the June 2013 protests.
Eighty one years of prison for Vallekas  Antifascists  who tried to avoid a neo-nazi demonstration.
Two years each for Jose,Zarco and Pablo for protesting against monarchy. Javier brutally beat up by
Alcorcon local police for asking for their badge numbers. Three hundred union workers face prison
petitions  for  exercising  their  right  to  strike.Another  nineteen  arrested  last  November  for  their
comments  on twitter  during  the “Operation Spider”.  Three year  prison petition  for  Patricia  for
trying to stop an eviction. Eight-plus years of prison for Ángel and Emilio for taking part in May
2012 miners demonstration. Yassir el Yanoussi, killed under police custody. Thousands of arbitrary
identifications, fines,etc.. And there are even more comrades being prosecuted.

Yet police forces have never hesitated about the use of brute force against those who exercise
their rights and liberties, and have never concerned about public safety.

The utterly brutal evacuation of M15 camp at Barcelona in 2011, the deathtrap at Sol Sq. Blocking
every access with riot vans, the indiscriminated charges inside Atocha  train station, firing rubber
bullets across the platforms  against passengers and demonstrators alike on September 25 2012. The
amputations like that of  Ester Quintana  who lost an eyeball, literary shattered by the impact of a
rubber bullet fired by police during N14 general strike; the kicks, whacks and punches to the Lluís
Vives high school students, most of them under age, in 2012; the charges and the 45 arrested during
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the Citizen´s Tides of 2013; the repression against working men and women of Coca-cola en lucha,
beat  up  and  arrested  by  a  police  that  protects  a  private  corporation  who  violates  a  court´s
judgement; the sickening pawing and  harassment of women in every feminist demonstration; the
attack of armed police troops against unarmed civilians at Colón Sq. During the Marches of dignity
March 22 2014. The fear strategy that represents the constant mobilisation of 1400 riot agents for
every demonstration; the continuous attacks against journalists, trying to split them between “good”
and “bad” ones, with and without vest. The concealed state of emergency during the abdication of
the  Borbón,  illustrated with police  blocking anyone with a  glimpse of  republican imagery and
retaining hundreds of people, ilegally holding them back. The violent evacuation of squatters and
social centres, hitting and arresting, most clearly seen in the demolitions of Can Vies and La Traba.
The  excessive  police  deployment in  every  eviction,  the  recent  assaults  during  the  October  4
demonstrations that caused the hospitalization of Luís, Aurea and Doris, for ischemic heart disease
and a cut in the head that required ten stitches. Neither this list will come to an end.

 This  account  of  what  usually  occurs  upon  the  exercise  of  fundamental  rights,  like  that  of
demonstration, sets a picture that brings us dangerously close to what is commonly perceived as a
Police State. In addition to all this ongoing aggressions, comes up the grim “Gag Law”. Not even in
the final days of the dictatorship such a repressive law has been raised as the so called “public
safety law”.
 
Police State does not uncommonly show up without the necessity of what is traditionally known as
a  “putsch”,  it  appears  gradually.  Exclusively  with  two  main  goals:  To  restrain  the  potencially
dangerous sectors  of  society,  generally meaning the  poor,  but  particularly those  who empower
themselves as a conscious people; and to protect the dominant class, with their envelopes, their
black credit cards, their “Urdangarines”, their “Gurtels, their financial bailouts, their labor reforms.
All in all, to guarantee their luscious way of life, at the expense of working men and women. And
when the facts are accomplished, there´s very little we can do to avoid total crash.
 
It is our responsability as activists and militants to build up a democratic culture that confronts the
Police State, not just in an abstract manner as we´ve been doing, denouncing the repression and the
laws they want to impose, but also by identifying the specific agents that allow it to exist. Andpa
among all of this agents remarkably sits the Government´s Delegate in Madrid, Cristina Cifuentes.

From her institutional position, Cifuentes has been managing each and every attack inflicted to our
rights to strike and protest in Madrid, creating extremely dangerous situations for everyone´s safety,
as seen during the Surround the Congress and Marches of Dignity demonstrations.Therefore it is
absolutely  essential  for  Madrid  citizens´safety  that  Cifuentes  ceases  in  her  charge  as  soon  as
possible.

We are so certain about this imperative, for everyone´s safety sakes, that for the first time ever the
Coordinadora 25S considers following the burocratic procedure that, for restraining the right to
gather and demonstrate, the State requires.Thus, the Goverment´s Delegate herself could not deny
aknowledge  of our demand for her resignation and the threat she represents for our rights and
physical integrity.

For all the above reasons we call a demonstration on February 28,at 19:00h, from Neptuno Sq. To
Sol Sq., under the motto:

NO MORE POLICE STATE. CIFUENTES, RESIGN.
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